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Introduction

This document aims to provide a compact overview of a hybrid agent-based stock-flow
consistent macro-model used to investigate the effects of heterogeneity in expectations formation and the joint impacts of monetary policy and prudential regulation. The hybrid
model is constructed by fusing a macroeconomic stock-flow consistent model featuring
households, firms, non-bank financial firms, a government and a central bank with an
agent-based banking sector which interacts with the aggregate portions of the model
through various channels. The banking sector features a relatively detailed prudential
regulation regime modelled on the Basel III accord which makes it necessary for banks
to form expectations about the dynamics of their own balance sheets in order to meet
targets for prudential ratios which in turn feed back on their behaviour regarding interest
rate setting, credit rationing, equity issue and dividend policy. The goal is to investigate
the role of the expectations of banks and policy-makers and in particular their impact on
the effects of monetary and macro-prudential policies under different assumptions about
expectations formation processes.

This is very much a work in progress; the model is implemented and several simulations
have been carried out but some experiments and a thorough sensitivity analysis are still
ongoing and there are a few areas in which the model could be improved. Consequently
there does not yet exist a full write-up of the model and the simulation results. However
this document should serve to provide an overview of the model and the preliminary
results sufficient for a conference discussion.
This document is structured as follows: Section 2 gives a brief motivation for the research
and reviews some relevant literature. Section 3 outlines the structure of the model and
the most important behavioural assumptions. Section 4 discusses preliminary simulation
results and section 5 indicates planned future research and possible improvements to the
model.
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Motivation and literature review

The purpose of this project is to combine insights from various strands of the literature
to advance research on agent-based stock-flow consistent (AB-SFC) models.

Over the last 10 to 15 years there have been substantial advances in the use of agent-based
models in macroeconomics, leading to the emergence of a number of different frameworks,
partly with different emphases, which have been applied to a variety of topics in macroeconomic research. Among others, these include the ‘Macroeconomics from the Bottom
Up’ (MBU) model (Delli Gatti et al., 2011), the various incarnations of the Eurace model
(Cincotti et al., 2010; Dawid et al., 2012), and the Keynes+Schumpeter model (Dosi
et al., 2006). The basic goal of all these frameworks is to provide an alternative way
to microfound macroeconomic models rooted in the complex adaptive systems paradigm,
emphasising agent interactions and emergent properties. Dawid and Delli Gatti (2018)
provide a comprehensive review of agent-based macroeconomics and compare the major
different frameworks in detail.

A by now fairly closely related strand of the literature which emerged out of the postKeynesian tradition in macroeconomic research is that of stock-flow consistent models
(see Godley and Lavoie (2007) who develop the approach as well as Caverzasi and Godin
(2015) and Nikiforos and Zezza (2017) for surveys). Stock-flow consistent models are typically aggregative (i.e. not ‘micro-founded’) and aim in particular at jointly modelling the
dynamics of national accounts variables and flow-of-funds variables within a fully consistent accounting framework. This approach provides an important disciplining device and
consistency check in writing large-scale computational models and is essential in comprehensive depictions of real-financial interactions. By now, there exists a growing literature
which explicitly combines stock-flow consistent frameworks with agent-based modelling
in various ways (Dawid et al., 2012; Michell, 2014; Caiani et al., 2016; Seppecher, 2016).
The use of a stock-flow consistent framework may also partly help in overcoming the difficulty of communicating and comparing different agent-based models since the accounting
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relationships underlying any SFC model can be set out in a fairly compact fashion to give
a quick overview over the institutional structure of a given model. The present project
follows the trend of combining agent-based and SFC modelling techniques and in particular represents a contribution to the development of hybrid-aggregate-agent-based models
in which certain parts or sectors of the economy are modelled in an aggregate/structural
way or using representative agents whilst others (typically one sector) are disaggregated
and modelled using ABM. Examples of this include Assenza et al. (2007); Assenza and
Delli Gatti (2013) who apply this approach, using heterogeneous firms, to the GreenwaldStiglitz financial accelerator model Greenwald and Stiglitz (1993) and Michell (2014) who
uses an agent-based firm sector within an otherwise aggregate SFC framework to model
the ideas of Steindl Steindl (1952) regarding monopolisation and stagnation along with
Minsky’s (1986) trichotomy of hedge, speculative and Ponzi finance. The advantage of
such an approach is that important insights arising from agent heterogeneity and interaction can be gained from a hybrid model without the necessity of constructing a fully
agent-based framework, instead focussing on those sectors for which one wishes to examine the consequences of allowing for heterogeneity.

In the context of the present project, the emphasis is on introducing heterogeneity only
within the banking sector, which to the author’s knowledge has not been done thus far in
a hybrid AB-SFC model (indeed, even in the benchmark versions of many fully-fledged
ABM frameworks (e.g. in Delli Gatti et al. (2011) and Seppecher (2012)), it is assumed
for simplicity that there exists a unique/representative bank). The constructed model
is then used to discuss expectations formation under bounded rationality in the context
of financial regulation. The issues of bounded rationality, learning and (heterogeneous)
expectations formation are relatively long-standing components of the macroeconomic
literature, stemming from a dissatisfaction with the wide-ranging assumptions necessary
to sustain the concepts of rational choice and rational expectations in many contexts.
Bounded rationality is a broad concept, with contributions ranging from works such as
that of Sargent (1993) which arguably involves only minimal departures from full rational-
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ity, via the heuristics and biases approach of (new) Behavioural Economics (Kahneman
and Tversky, 2000) to the ‘procedural/ecological’ rationality concepts of Simon (1982)
and Gigerenzer (2008) which aim to replace the traditional concept of perfect rationality
altogether. Regardless of one’s particular position on what (if anything) should replace
the assumption of full rationality, any departure from full rationality in the traditional
sense raises several thorny issues, especially how economic agents are envisioned to form
expectations if the absence of full rationality does not allow for the immediate application
of the rational expectations hypothesis, as will typically be the case in a computational
ABM. As explained in detail by Hommes (2013) any such departure quickly leads one
into the ‘wilderness of bounded rationality’, as there are countless different possible ways
to model imperfectly rational behavior and there is often no immediately obvious criterion to prefer any one over all others. Several canonical ways of tackling this problem
have been proposed. Evans and Honkapohja (2001) develop the so-called e-learning approach whereby one can derive conditions under which agents, through attempting to
estimate model parameters, may be able to ‘learn’ the rational expectations equilibrium
of a model even in the absence of full rationality and perfect information. Hommes (2013)
is a book-length treatment of the idea, stemming from the seminal contribution of Brock
and Hommes (1997), that agents may switch between a number of different forecasting
strategies based on their relative performance, and possibly the cost of acquiring the necessary information, which may or may not lead to convergence to a rational expectations
equilibrium.

While expectations formation, including under bounded rationality is thus widely discussed in the mainstream modelling literature, such considerations have had relatively
less impact in AB and SFC models in which simple adaptive or naive expectations are
typically assumed without much discussion. Thus for instance, Dosi et al. (2017) appears
to so far be the only paper explicitly applying structural heterogeneity of expectations and
e-learning in a macroeconomic ABM (although elements of the Bielefeld Eurace model
in which firms attempt to estimate demand elasticities are closely related, and other
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approaches to modelling learning and adaptation from a major part of the agent-based
literature (e.g. Salle et al., 2012; Landini et al., 2014; Seppecher et al., 2016)). Furthermore, while in most ABMs, agents are by necessity boundedly rational and endowed with
imperfect information, specific modelling choices with regard to how agents form expectations or which information they have access to are seldom discussed in detail, meaning
that there is much room to contribute to the existing literature.

The debates, following the global financial crisis, surrounding the appropriate conduct of
prudential regulation policy and its possible interactions with monetary policy (Galati and
Moessner, 2011; Barwell, 2013; Claessens et al., 2013; Freixas et al., 2015) provide a good
context in which to discuss the role of expectations in agent-based macroeconomic models.
As is well-known, expectations formation plays a key role in discussions of optimal policy
in mainstream models and there is a well-established body of knowledge regarding optimal
monetary policy (Gali, 2015) and departures from fully rational expectations are fairly
well-investigated (Branch and McGough, 2009; Massaro, 2013; Benchimol and Bounader,
2018). While there is also a large and growing literature on the conduct of (macro-)
prudential policy, this has not yet reached the same degree of sophistication, with debates
about fundamental issues such as instruments and targets still ongoing (Schoenmaker,
2014; Banque de France, 2014; Carré et al., 2015) and comparatively few examples of
macro-prudential policy in DSGE frameworks (Beau et al., 2012; Loisel, 2014; Angelini
et al., 2014). Nevertheless, the typical structure of a modern DSGE model makes it
obvious that also in the case of optimal prudential policy, expectations will play a crucial
role. Macro-prudential policy has also begun to gain importance in the ABM literature,
with several of the major frameworks being used to conduct policy experiments in financial
regulation (e.g. van der Hoog, 2015; van der Hoog and Dawid, 2015; Popoyan et al.,
2015; Salle and Seppecher, 2017; Krug, 2018). By contrast, there have been relatively few
treatments of this topic in pure aggregative SFC models (exceptions include Burgess et al.
(2016), Nikolaidi (2015) and Detzer (2016)), despite the distinct contributions of major
post-Keynesian authors to the theory of financial regulation. In all cases, the conduct of
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prudential policy has not been linked explicitly to the treatment of boundedly rational
expectations. The present project hence aims to address a perceived shortcoming in the
AB(-SFC) literature regarding the treatment of expectations whilst at the same time
discussing a topic with high current policy relevance.

3

Model outline

The current section provides a compact overview of the model and its main behavioural
assumptions, beginning with its general sectoral stucture.

General structure
The macroeconomic sectoral structure of the model (also in terms of the different classes
of assets & liabilities, as well as the transactions taking place) is summarised in figure 1.

Figure 1: Model overview
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The more traditional balance sheet and transactions flow matrices representing the aggregate structure of the model (i.e. excluding transactions occurring within the banking
sector) are shown in tables 3 and 4 at the end of the document.
As can be seen, the model consists of 6 sectors, namely households, firms, non-bank financial firms, the government, the central bank and the banks. The first five sectors are
modelled as aggregates without explicit micro-foundations whilst the banks are disaggregated. In the present baseline, there exists an oligopolistic banking sector consisting of
12 banks which are structurally identical (i.e. they all hold the same types of assets and
liabilities) but may differ w.r.t. their decision-making and the precise composition of their
balance sheets. The following sub-sections provide an overview of the behaviours of the
individual sectors. The basic tick-length in simulations of this model is one week and it is
assumed that while all endogenous variables are computed on a weekly basis, some variables adjust more slowly than others (with a horizon of up to one year) and expectations
are formed over horizons consistent with the adjustment speed of the forecasted variable.

Households
Every week, the model computes a plan for household’s desired consumption over the
next month according to the Haig-Simons consumption function

(1)

cd = α1 ∗ yde + α2 ∗ vhe ,

where yde is expected household disposable income over the next month and vhe is their
expected wealth (both in real terms). The motivation of this rule, which is standard
in the SFC literature, bears similarity to many of the canonical ABM rules described
by Dawid and Delli Gatti (2018) and is also used in the benchmark AB-SFC of Caiani
et al. (2016), is that if disposable income is defined in a manner consistent with the HaigSimons definition of income, then this rule implicitly defines a target steady/stationary
state household wealth to disposable income ratio to which households adjust over time.1
1

In a stationary state we must have vh = vhe so that we need cd = yd(= yde = c), meaning that we
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One variation on the usual assumption of constant consumption propensities (α1 and
α2 ) is that here they are assumed to depend on the (expected) real rate of return on
households’ financial assets according to a logistic function, meaning that the target ratio
of wealth to disposable income (and hence households’ saving) also becomes a function of
this return rate.

α1 = α1L +

(2)

α1U − α1L
2
1
e
1 + exp(σM
P C ∗ rrh − σM P C )

Both desired consumption and the ‘desired’ consumption propensities are computed every
period, but it is assumed, using an adaptive mechanism, that consumption adjusts more
quickly towards the desired level than do the consumption propensities, incorporating the
idea that some variables are more fast-moving than others.

The idea is the following: equation 1 is interpreted as giving an aggregate level of desired
consumption of all households represented by the modelled aggregate household sector.
At the same time, we assume that households on average update their consumption every month, i.e. every 4 periods. Accordingly, we assume that every period (week), 1/4
of the gap between actual and desired consumption (which may of course itself change
from period to period) is closed. The same mechanism is applied to the consumption
propensities, but here we assume an updating frequency of 1 year. Inspired by the idea
of Calvo-pricing Calvo (1993), this principle is applied throughout the model, enabling us
to introduce a notion of asynchronous adaptive decision-making at differing frequencies
even in the case of sectors modelled as aggregates.

Households allocate their financial savings between bank deposits and shares in the nonbank financial firms (these might be thought of as akin to shares in an MMMF) according
to a Brainard-Tobin portfolio equation (Brainard and Tobin, 1968; Kemp-Benedict and
Godin, 2017), which is standard in the SFC literature (though not in ABMs). In this case,
get

vh
yd

=

1−α1
α2
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deposits act as the buffer stock absorbing shocks and errors in expectations and portfolio
proportions are updated on a montly basis.

The final two important behavioural assumptions regarding households are their demand
for housing, and the dynamics of the wage rate. Households form a ‘notional’ demand for
houses according to

(3)

Hdn = ρ0 + ρ1 ∗ Vh,e + ρ2 ∗ LT V − ρ3 ∗ rM e ,

where LTV is the maximum loan-to-value ratio (which is constant in the baseline, but
can be endogenised at a later point) and rM is the average real interest rate charged
on mortgages. There is hence no ‘direct’ speculative element in housing demand (in the
sense that, for instance, (expected) house prices do not enter directly into the function),
although appreciation of the housing stock obviously has a positive impact on Vh . With
notional housing demand, the updating time horizon is assumed to be one quarter. Based
on the notional housing demand, households formulate a demand for mortgages based on
the LTV (which may or may not be fully satisfied), giving rise to an ‘effective’ demand
for houses. The supply of houses is determined by the assumption that in each period, a
constant fraction η of a constant total stock of houses in the model are up for sale. The
price of houses is then determined by market clearing.

Regarding wages, it is assumed that the (desired) nominal wage rate is determined by a
non-linear Phillips-curve-type equation of the form

(4)

W = W−1 ∗ exp(β1 ∗ (ue − uw
n ))

which is supposed to mimic the aggregate outcome of a wage-bargaining process. ue is
the expected rate of capacity utilisation whilst uw
n is an endogenous, slowly adjusting
10

‘normal’ rate of capacity utilisation perceived by workers which might be thought of as
an endogenous quasi-NAIRU. A desired wage level according to the equation above is
determined every period, and the actual wage level adjusts slowly (horizon one year) to
this desired level.

Firms
Firms are assumed to plan their production of consumption goods weekly according to
an expectation of households’ consumption demand and the deviation of inventories from
a target level. By contrast, demand for investment goods and government consumption
are satisfied instantaneously (although we do assume that new capital goods do not come
online immediately, but rather only become available to boost capacity with a lag), i.e.
household consumption is the only source of inventory fluctuations. Firms use a Leontief
production function the coefficients of which are fixed throughout. This production function also defines a maximum of output which can be produced given the capital stock,
meaning that theoretically, there may be rationing of consumption demand in the model.
Moreover, the production function together with (planned) production imply a demand
for labour which is assumed to always be fully satisfied by households at the going wage
rate.

The target level of inventories is computed as

(5)

Inv t = γ1 ∗ ue ∗ yfe c

where yfe c is expected full capacity output and ue is expected capacity utilisation, both
computed over an annual horizon. Actual inventories (in the absence of fluctuations
caused by errors in the prediction of consumption demand) adjust to target inventories
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according to


(6)

∆Inv =

γ2U

−

γ2L




∗ exp

−(Inv t − Inv−1 )2
γ3


+

γ2L



∗ (Inv t − Inv−1 ).

This is inspired by a formulation advanced by Franke and Lux (1993) and is supposed to
avoid large and sudden fluctuations in the inventory stock as a consequence of revisions
of Inv t or large expectational errors on the part of firms.

Firms set the price for their output according to a simple mark-up over unit labour cost,
where the mark-up varies counter-cyclically (following Kalecki (1938)) as a function of
capacity utilisation relative to its normal level. Both the mark-up and the desired price
level are updated slowly with an annual horizon (just like the wage rate). In addition,
the model includes a mark-up shock with positive autocorrelation which can be either
switched on or off in simulations.

Firms compute desired investment in capital goods according to the investment function

(7)

id = γ0 + γu ∗ (ue − un ) − γl ∗ levfe ∗ rLL e ,

where un is a fixed normal rate of capacity utilisation, levfe is the firms’ expected leverage ratio and rLL is the (weighted) average real interest rate charged on long-term loans
(which are used to finance capital investment), with the time horizon being one year. This
formulation for investment along with the assumption of constant productivity parameters implies that the present model does not feature persistent GDP growth but rather is
a model of business-cycle-like fluctuations around a stationary state.

It is assumed that firms possess a fixed target for their leverage ratio. From this leverage
target one can derive a target for retained earnings (which, if realised, would make leverage
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equal to its target) which in turn (given investment demand) determines firms’ demand for
long-term loans, and hence the combination of internal and external finance firms wish to
use to finance their investment. Short-term loans are used to finance inventories as well as
to make up for any financing shortfalls caused by errors in firms’ expectations. Dividend
payouts are determined by the difference between firms’ profit and target retained earnings
and adjust slowly, based on an annual horizon.

Non-bank financial firms
These entities may in essence be viewed as large portfolio equations. They hold government bonds, the fixed stock of firm equity as well as ‘bank bonds’ (see below) and bank
deposits as their assets. Consequently, they receive a large share of the profit income
arising in the model (prior to distributing it to households), including from banks and
firms.

Financial firms’ demand for government bonds and bank bonds is determined by a Tobinesque portfolio equation (see Household section) with their holdings of bank deposits
acting as the buffer stock. Financial firms are financed by the shares ef f they sell to
households as well as, if necessary, short-term loans from banks. Given the large range of
different assets they hold, they receive various flows of dividend and interest income, as
shown in figure 1 and table 4. It is assumed that they distribute all profits to households
(although these payments are updated slowly and hence reflect fluctuations in profits only
with a lag).

Government
The government collects taxes on household income (wages, interest and profits/dividends
accruing to households) at a fixed rate τ . It spends according to

(8)



gby
gd = g0 + µ ∗ (un − u ) ∗ exp 1 −
gby t
e
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with gd being updated annually and then spread evenly over the following 48 ticks (i.e.
there is a discrete decision here which takes place at deterministic intervals, given that
the government sector can indeed be viewed as a unitary actor rather than an aggregate
representing a continuum of agents in this context). gby is a moving average of the
government debt to income ratio and gby t is the corresponding target. Deficits are covered
by issuance of government bonds on a rolling basis. Government bonds are offered in
the first instance to financial firms, and the government attempts to generate sufficient
demand for bonds by varying the government bond interest rate to keep it close to its
market-clearing level derived from Financial Firms’ portfolio choice.

Central Bank
Every month (again as with government spending, this is a discrete decision), the central
bank sets a nominal deposit rate according to a Taylor-type pure inflation-targeting rule:

(9)

rcb,d = r0 + π e + φπ ∗ (π e − π t ).

Its lending rate is given by a constant mark-up over this rate, giving rise to a corridor system. In addition, we suppose that the central bank has in mind a target interbank rate in
the middle of this corridor and continuously carries out open-market operations in order
to steer the level of central bank reserves to a level consistent with this target. It does
so by purchasing and selling government bonds from/to the financial firms (for simplicity
we assume that the financial firms are always willing to enter into such transactions). If
necessary, the central bank also acts as a lender of last resort to the government. All
central bank profits are transferred to the government (and all losses are reimbursed by
the government).
In the present version of the model, the central bank is always able to perfectly target the
correct level of reserves, meaning that banks are never ‘in the Bank’ to acquire advances.
However there is a possibility of introducing a stochastic term (which might be thought of
as representing noise in the CB’s information about the required level of reserves) which
14

induces the possibility of temporary aggregate reserve shortfalls or surpluses, which in
turn also makes interactions on the interbank market more interesting.

In addition, the central bank is thought of as the macro-prudential policy-maker in the
model. At present, the model includes four principal prudential policy levers, namely
the capital adequacy ratio, the stable funding ratio, the liquidity coverage ratio and a
maximum loan-to-value ratio on mortgages, all applying to banks. In the baseline, the
targets for all these regulatory ratios are assumed constant.
The capital adequacy ratio of a bank i is given by

(10)

CARi =

i
vbb
i + ω ∗ LLi + ω ∗ SLi
ω0 ∗ IBLi + ω1 ∗ Mns
2
3

where IBL are inter-bank loans, Mns are non-securitised mortgages, LL are long-term
loans, SL are short-term loans, the ω’s are risk-weights and vbb is the banks’ equity
(different from its net worth due to the inclusion of bank bonds (see below) in vb b). The
stable funding ratio is given by

(11)

i
ω8 ∗ Dhi + ω9 ∗ Dfi f + vbb
SF R =
i + ω ∗ LLi + ω ∗ SLi
ω5 ∗ Mns
6
7
i

where Dh and Df f are household and financial firm deposits respectively. Finally, the
liquidity coverage ratio is in essence a minimum reserve requirement applying to ‘riskweighted’ deposits and set to a target of 1 as in the Basel III framework Basel Committee
on Banking Supervision (2010, 2013, 2014).

Banks
The agent-based banks possess the richest behavioural structure of all the sectors in the
model; their most important behaviours are considered here in turn.
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Each bank must set a total of 5 interest rates, namely the rates of interest on deposits of
households and financial firms, and the rates of interest on short-term loans, long-term
loans and mortgages. It is assumed that each period, a random sample of banks is drawn
(such that on average, each bank is drawn once every 4 ticks) and these are allowed to
adjust their interest rate in a given period (meaning that on average, each bank can adjust
its interest rate once a month). The generic deposit rate offered by a bank i is given by

(12)

i
),
rdi = rcb,d + εd + εdSF R ∗ (SF Rt − SF Re,i ) + εr ∗ (rd,−1 − rd,−1

where the εdSF R parameter differs between the rate of interest on household and financial
firm deposits (since these carry differing weights in calculating the stable funding ratio).
This equation implies that banks set the deposit rate according to a fixed mark-up εd
over the current CB deposit rate and adjust this rate according to the deviation of their
(expected) SFR from the target and the deviation of their own rate from the average.
Note that all parameters have identical values across banks.
The general structure of the equations determining lending rates is exemplified by the
rate on mortgages:

t
e,i
M
t
e,i
i
i
(13) rM
= rcb,l + εM + εM
SF R ∗ (SF R − SF R ) + εCAR ∗ (CAR − CAR ) + εr ∗ (rM,−1 − rM,−1 ).

The difference w.r.t. the deposit rate equation is that all lending rates are given by
a mark-up over the CB lending rate. Furthermore they also all depend on the capital
adequacy ratio (CAR) in addition to the SFR. In addition to varying the interest rates
at which they lend, banks may also ration the amount of credit they supply, in particular
with respect to mortgages and long-term loans. It is assumed that the fraction of the
long-term loans demanded from a given bank which are actually granted is given by the
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smaller of the following to values:

1,i
ξLL

(14)
2,i
ξLL




CARe,i
CARe,i
∗ (1 − ω1 ), 1
= min
+ 1−
CARt
CARt




SF Re,i
SF Re,i
= min
∗ (1 − ω5 ), 1 ,
+ 1−
SF Rt
SF Rt


where two equivalent equations exist for the rationing of mortgage loans. This means
that banks ration credit if their CAR and/or SFR are below target. The ω’s are the risk
weights of long-term loans in calculating the CAR and SFR respectively. It is assumed
that while banks adjust their interest rates only monthly (on average), they can continuously update the degree to which they ration credit.

The third central element in the modelling of the agent-based banks are the functions
which distribute the demand for loans and the flows of deposits coming from the aggregate sectors between the various banks. These functions are exemplified by the one for
mortgage loans, where the share of the total demand for new mortgages emanating from
households which arrives at a given bank i is:

ι1
i
d i ι2
di
i
shareiM = rc
M ∗ rationM ∗ shareM,−1 ∗ Hrand ∗ Md

(15)

shareiM
g
i
P
shareM =
shareM

di
i
Here, rc
M is the (inverse) relative mortgage interest rate charged by bank i, rationM is the
di
(inverse) relative degree to which bank i has previously rationed credit and share
M,−1 is
bank i’s relative previous market share while Hrandi is a normally distributed stochastic
term. The resulting shares are then normalised so that they sum to one. Multiplied by
the total demand for mortgages, they give the amount of mortgages demanded from any
individual bank. The functions determining the shares of deposits and other loans look
very similar (with appropriate adjustments e.g. using the relative interest rate rather than
its inverse for deposit distribution, and the absence of the rationing term for deposits and
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short-term loans).

Finally, banks can manage their capital adequacy ratio through their dividend policy and
their issuance of ‘bank bonds’, an asset which in the model stands in for some generic
form of Tier 1 bank capital. If a banks’ capital adequacy ratio is equal to its target, it
is assumed to distribute all of its profits so as to keep this ratio constant. It distributes
more (less) than its current profit if its capital adequacy ratio is above (below) the target
in order to slowly (horizon 1 year) close a part of the current gap between its actual and
its target capital adequacy ratio. At the same time, a part of any gap between the actual
and target captial adequacy ratio is eliminated by the continuous issuance (or repayment)
of ‘bank bonds’. In the model, bank bonds are an interest-paying perpetuity which banks
can sell to financial firms and which enters as capital into the calculation of their capital
adequacy ratio.2 For simplicity we assume that all bank bonds are identical, i.e. there is
only one market for the bonds issued by all banks, and a uniform interest rate on them
which is determined by a condition, derived from the portfolio equation of financial firms,
which keeps the interest rate close to its market-clearing level.

The last important element to turn to is the interbank market. Banks’ final demand for
reserves is determined by the target liquidity coverage ratio set by the regulator. In order
to calculate their demand for/supply of funds on the interbank market, each bank calculates a clearing position netting all its in- and outflows of reserves over the present period.
After adding this clearing position to their previous stock of reserves, banks end up with
a ‘prior’ stock of reserves which is compared to their target stock, thereby determining
whether they will demand or supply funds on the interbank market.

At present, the interbank market is modelled in a fairly simple fashion whereby total
demand and supply are aggregated and matched, and then whichever side of the market
2

We assume that each individual bank is privately owned through the financial firm sector to which it
pays dividends. Instead of issuing shares to the public, it issues the generic interest-paying bank bonds
in order to build up capital as necessary.
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is short is rationed proportionately. For instance, if total demand on the interbank market
is higher than total supply, each bank on the demand side receives funds according to
individual demand
total demand

∗ total supply. If banks are unable to obtain all the reserves they need

on the interbank market, they request advances from the central bank which are always
granted on demand at the central bank lending rate, which is however higher than the
interbank rate, which by construction falls within the corridor and is given by

(16)

rIB = rcb,d +

rcb,l − rcb,d
,
1 + exp(−σIB ∗ (Rgap ))

where Rgap is the aggregate gap between reserves prior to the central bank’s intervention
and target reserves. The final set of behavioural assumptions related to banks which is
worth commenting on in more detail are the dynamics of loan repayments and defaults.
Whereas it is assumed that short-term loans must be continuously rolled over and that no
default on them occurs, long-term loans and mortgages are multi-period and may default.
Regarding repayments, it is quite simply assumed that each period, a fixed fraction χLL/M
of a given banks’ long-term loans and mortgages are repaid. Defaults on mortgages as
well as long-term loans contain both a deterministic and a stochastic component. The
deterministic component is given by

(17)

i
i
Mnp
= ζM ∗ M H ∗ M−1

for mortgages, and

(18)

LLinp = ζLL ∗ levfmean ∗ LLi−1

for long-term loans. This means that defaults on mortgages and long-term loans are increasing in a long-run moving average of the ratio of mortgages to the value of the housing
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stock (M H) and firms’ leverage ratio respectively. In addition, each default equation also
contains a normally distributed stochastic component, which is added on to the deterministic component.

At present, the model does not contain a bankruptcy mechanism for banks which for the
moment does not represent a problem since no bank has so far gone bankrupt in any
simulation.

Expectations
In the current baseline all expectations are modelled following an adaptive mechanism:

(19)

xe = xe−1 + ψ ∗ (x−1 − xe−1 ).

While the focus of the model lies on the expectations of banks and the monetary & prudential policy-maker, expectations also enter into the behaviour of other sectors for both
theoretical and computational reasons. Households forecast their disposable income, their
wealth, mortgage interest rates as well as the composite rate of return on their financial
assets along with its individual components. Firms forecast consumption demand, their
leverage ratio, the average interest rate on long-term loans, as well as their capacity utilisation and full capacity output. Financial firms forecast the interest rates on bank bonds,
bank deposits and government bonds which feed into their portfolio choice. The government forecasts capacity utilisation to determine its expenditure but it is assumed that its
forecast coincides with that of firms. The central bank forecasts inflation as well as capacity utilisation (since it uses a different time horizon more appropriate to the frequency of
its decision-making, the CB forecast of capacity utilisation may differ from that made by
firms and the government). Finally, banks are assumed to forecast their own tier 1 capital
buffer as well as the associated regulatory ratios, namely the capital adequacy ratio and
the stable funding ratio. In all cases, care is taken that the horizon over which forecasts
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are made is consistent with the horizon over which decisions involving these expected
values are made.

The first experiment, reported below, consists in replacing the adaptive expectations
mechanism in the banking sector with the model of heterogeneous expectations formation
and heuristic switching first proposed by Brock and Hommes (1997); more specifically we
use the version presented in Anufriev and Hommes (2012) where it is assumed that agents
can switch between four different specifications for expected variables given by

e1
xe1 = xe1
−1 + ψad ∗ (x−1 − x−1 )

xe2 = x−1 + ψtf 1 ∗ (x−1 − x−2 )
xe3 = x−1 + ψtf 2 ∗ (x−1 − x−2 )

(20)

xe1 = ψaa ∗ (x−1 + x−1 ) + (x−1 − x−2 )
.
The first rule is the same adaptive one used in the baseline, which is now augmented with
two trend-following rules (one weak and one strong) and an ‘anchoring and adjustment’
mechanism in which the anchor is the moving average of x. Agents switch between these
four mechanisms based on a fitness function calculated using the error between expected
values and realisations of the forecasted variables as detailed in Anufriev and Hommes
(2012).

4

Preliminary simulation results

The model is calibrated to a deterministic stationary state through imposing realistic stationary-state values for certain variables and ratios (e.g.

capacity utilisation,

government-debt-to-GDP, investment-to-income, government-consumption-to-income, capitalto-full-capacity-output,...), and using the SFC-structure of the model to reduce the number of degrees of freedom. This procedure greatly reduces the number of ‘free’ parameters
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the value of which is independent of the initial stationary state and on which the sensitivity analysis will focus. For the banking sector, which in the baseline contains 12 banks,
a heterogeneous initialisation is used to begin the simulation with a size-distribution of
banks similar to that found in economies with oligopolistic banking sectors such as that
of the UK. The baseline simulation is conducted using 50 Monte Carlo repetitions, with
stochastic elements emanating from the default process, the distribution of aggregate
flows of loan demand and deposits between banks, the mark-up shock and noise in the
central bank’s perceived target level of reserves. After discarding a transient, the baseline
simulates the behaviour of the model for 1200 periods, corresponding to 25 years (it is
assumed that one year is made up of 48 weeks).

Starting from the deterministic stationary state, the random elements present in the simulation are sufficient to make the economy from the stationary state and converge to
what may be described as a ‘noisy’ and somewhat irregular cycle, featuring minor, very
short-run fluctuations driven by interactions between discrete changes in government expenditure, consumption behaviour and inventory adjustments. It should be noted that
the mark-up shocks are not strictly required for this outcome. Stochastic elements at the
level of the individual banks alone are sufficient to induce convergence to the cycle at the
macroeconomic level. Figures 2 to 8 provide an overview of the aggregate results of a
representative single run featuring such cycles. The persistent cycles are fundamentally
driven by the interactions of the non-linearities present in the aggregate structure of the
model. Around the trough of a recession, consumption propensities eventually rise due to
low return rates on household financial assets, causing an upturn in consumption which is
reinforced by countercyclical government expenditure, wage growth and eventually capital investment. Monetary policy appears relatively successful at keeping inflation close
to its target (which here is assumed to be zero). Eventually, a combination of contractionary monetary policy, declining consumption propensities and anti-cyclical government
expenditure cause a downturn.
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Figure 2: Real GDP and components for a single run

Figure 3: Capacity utilisation for a single run
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Figure 4: Quarterly inflation rate for a single run

Figure 5: Propensity to consume out of disposable income
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Figure 6: Sectoral financial balance of the private sectors

Figure 7: Lending and deposit rates
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Figure 8: Central bank interest rates

While these cycles are qualitatively similar across different Monte Carlo repetitions (though
differing somewhat in amplitude and precise shape), figure 9 shows that they almost average out when taking the mean of multiple repetitions as the speed of convergence differs
between runs and hence the cycles exhibit a phase shift whereby in one simulation at
time t there may be a business cycle peak while in another there is a trough at the same
point. This is illustrated by figure 10, which depicts the mean of real GDP across 50
Monte Carlo repetitions along with the mean standard deviation. In addition, figure 11
compares the dynamics of real GDP for 2 different runs showing that while the behaviour
is very similar qualitatively there are distinct differences. These graphs make it clear that
the Monte Carlo average of simulation runs is not particularly interesting as the great
majority of the cyclical behaviour is averaged out. Instead, further study of the model
will focus on the effects of various experiments on the variance of simulation outcomes.
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Figure 9: MC-average GDP and components

Figure 10: MC-average GDP plus/minus mean standard deviation
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Figure 11: Comparing two single runs

Turning to the simulation results at the level of individual banks, figure 12 shows that
even for individual runs the size-distribution of banks remains quite constant, i.e. bank
heterogeneity is persistent (banks do not converge to each other) and there also does
not appear to be a tendency toward monopolisation. Nevertheless, the balance sheet
composition of individual banks, as opposed to their relative size, is variable as shown by
figure 13 for the example of the distribution of mortgage loans during an individual run.
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Figure 12: Total assets of individual banks

Figure 13: Mortgage loans held by individual banks
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While the individual banks’ regulatory ratios are fairly volatile and, in the case of the
capital adequacy ratio, there is some positive correlation between them, each individual
bank is fairly successful at hitting its regulatory targets over time using dividend policy
and bond issuance or buybacks. In addition, while average bank interest rates follow the
developments of monetary policy quite closely, the rates of individual banks are influenced
by their regulatory ratios and contribute to the attainment of the targets. These three
elements of balance sheet management appear to almost always be sufficient to eliminate
deviations in the capital adequacy and stable funding ratios relatively quickly so that on
average quantity rationing of credit is never very prevalent.

Figure 14: Capital adequacy ratios
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Figure 15: Stable funding ratios

Figure 16: Capital adequacy ratio (cross-sectional average for one run)
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Figure 17: Stable funding ratio (cross-sectional average for one run)

Given the importance of banks’ balance sheet management for the observed model dynamics, a straightforward experiment to carry out is to replace banks’ adaptive expectations
formation process with the heterogeneous expectations and heuristic switching mechanism
outlined in the previous section. As was explained in the model description, banks’ expectations about their capital buffer, their capital adequacy ratio and their stable funding
ratio feed into most aspects of their decision-making. Interestingly, however, an implementation of the mechanism described in Anufriev and Hommes (2012) in the present
version of the model appears to have little qualitative effect on simulation results. Banks
do indeed switch between different heuristics and after the transient during which frequent switching between all four heuristics occurs, the strong and weak trend-following
rules become dominant. However, in the present model which is stationary and exhibits
persistent cycles, simple adaptive expectations by themselves turn out to be a fairly decent forecasting heuristic upon which heterogeneous expectations provide only a slight
improvement. Table 1 shows only small improvements in the mean forecast error of the
capital buffer and in fact a slight deterioration in the case of the regulatory ratios. Table
32

2 however clarifies that heterogeneous expectations do indeed outperform simple adaptive
expectations in that the former lead to a uniformly smaller standard deviation in forecast
errors.
Table 1: Mean forecast errors
CAR

SFR

Capital Buffer

Baseline

-1.69596e-07

8.197588e-07

-0.008431882

Het. Expectations

3.563703e-07

-3.889747e-06

-0.0003368707

Table 2: Standard deviation of forecast errors
CAR

SFR

Capital Buffer

Baseline

0.0001254999

0.002110008

0.5393577

Het. Expectations

4.531774e-05

0.001325807

0.1698179

Yet while this improvement does affect the realisations of forecasted variables somewhat
at the level of individual banks this does not alter the overall dynamics of the model and
indeed the differences almost disappear when averaging across banks suggesting that there
is no systematic change in the behaviour of banks as a result of this slight improvement
in forecasting ability.
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Figure 18: MC-average of banks’ capital buffer under adaptive and heterogeneous expectations

Figure 19 compares the dynamics of GDP over 50 Monte-Carlo repetitions showing that
the behaviour is very similar and in particular that there is practically no difference in
the standard deviation.
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Figure 19: MC-average GDP and standard deviation for adaptive and heterogeneous
expectations

While the conclusion that adaptive expectations can be a fairly successful heuristic in a
relatively complex model such as this is interesting in itself, it is nevertheless curious that
the presence of alternative forecasting heuristics is not sufficient to systematically alter
the actual realisations of the forecasted variables or the resulting overall model dynamics,
contrary to what one might have suspected. This suggests that while banks’ expectations
regarding the developments of their balance sheets are important in determining their reactions to, for instance, fluctuations in their capital buffer, an improved ability to forecast
these fluctuations is not sufficient to eliminate or even significantly abate them.

5

Future research

At present, a thorough sensitivity analysis of the results presented above using latin hypercube sampling to sample the parameter space is still to be completed. In addition,
further experiments including on macroprudential policy measures (most obviously endogenising the target capital adequacy ratio) will be carried out, including with a view to
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their effects under different hypotheses regarding expectations formation. It may also be
useful to replace the formulation of expectations à la Hommes which does not appear to
have much of an impact with a different, perhaps more sophisticated learning mechanism.
More broadly there are several places in which the model could be improved, particularly
with regard to the behaviour of the banking sector. At present banks’ behaviour largely
revolves around attempts to meet their various regularly constraints and there is little explicitly profit-oriented behaviour.3 Improvements on this could be made by having banks
calculating the expected revenue and cost of making a given amount of loans (including
the expectation of default which at present only enters indirectly through banks’ forecast
of their capital buffer) and paying closer attention to their funding, cost, including that
emanating from the issuance of bank bonds. Such a reformulation may in turn also affect
the impact of different rules for expectations formation.
An obvious present shortcoming of the model is that it provides a fairly poor fit for certain stylised facts of business cycles; in particular, investment is not quite volatile enough
relative to aggregate income whereas government consumption needs to be made unrealistically strongly anti-cyclical in order to prevent explosive dynamics. This appears to be
a calibration issue and a new calibration in which these issues are addressed is currently
being completed.
3

However this could be justified by noting that within the set-up of this model, as long as spreads
between lending and deposit rates are positive, banks should always be willing to lend more when their
regulatory constraints allow them to do so since there is no monotonically increasing marginal cost to
granting more loans.
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Table 3: Balance Sheet Matrix
Households

Firms

Banks

Financial

Government

Firms
Bank Deposits

−D

+Dh

Reserves

+R

CB Advances

−A

Gov. Bonds
Mortgages

Σ

Bank

+Df f

+GBf f
−M

Central

0

−GB

−R

0

+A

0

+GBcb

0
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+M

0

Long Term Loans

−LL

+LL

0

Short Term Loans

−SLf

+SL

−SLf f

0

+Ef

0

−BB

+BB

0

−Ef

Firms’ Equity
Bank Bonds
Fund Shares

Houses

0

+p ∗ k

p∗k

+U C ∗ Inv

U C ∗ Inv

+ph ∗ h

Inventories
Σ

−Ef f

+Ef f

Fixed Capital

Vh

ph ∗ h

Vf

Vb

Vf f

Vg

Vcb

p ∗ k + ph ∗ h
+U C ∗ Inv

Table 4: Transactions Flow Matrix
Households

Firms
Current

Consumption

−C

Banks

Inventory Acc.

+U C ∗ ∆Inv

−U C ∗ ∆Inv

Gov. Spending

+G
−T ax

Wages

+W

Fin. firm Dividends

0
−G

0

+T ax

0

−W

0

+Divf f
−Divb

Bank Dividends

+Divf

0

−Divf f

0

+Divb

CB profits
Interest Mortgage

Σ

0

−Divf

Firm Dividends

Central Bank

0
−I

Taxes

Government

+C
+I

Cap. Investment

Financial Firms

Capital

0
+P CB

−iM

−P CB

0
0

+iM
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Interest LL

−iLL

+iLL

Interest SL

−iSLf

+iSL

−iSLf f

0

−iD

+iDf f

0

−rbb,−1 ∗ BB−1

+rbb,−1 ∗ BB−1

Interest Deposits

+iDh

Int. Bank Bonds

0

+rgb,−1 ∗ GBf f,−1

Int. CB advances
Int. on reserves
Saving

(Savh )

∆ Deposits

−∆Dh

−Savf

+Savf

0
+rgb,−1 ∗ GBcb,−1

0

l
∗ A−1
−rcb,−1

l
∗ A−1
+rcb,−1

0

d
+rcb,−1
∗R

d
−rcb,−1
∗ R−1

0

(Savg )

(0)

0

+∆GB

−∆GBcb

0

Int. Gov. Bonds

(Savb )

(Savf f )

+∆D

−∆Df f
−∆GBf f

∆ Gov. Bonds

−rgb,−1 ∗ GB−1

0

∆ CB advances

+∆A

−∆A

0

∆ Reserves

−∆R

+∆R

0

∆ Mortgages

+∆M − Mnp

−∆M − Mnp

0

∆ Long Term Loans

+∆LL − LLnp

−∆LL − LLnp

∆ Short Term Loans

+∆SLf

−∆SL

+∆SLf f

0

+∆BB

−∆bb

0

∆ Bank Bonds
∆ Fund Shares
Σ

−∆Ef f
0

0

+∆Ef f
0

0

0

0

0
0

0

